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ABSTRACT 
The major portion ot the text is concerned with 
I 
derelop1ng design procedures tor single and two phase tlow 1n 
the tubeaide distribution system. Distribution systems such 
as buttonhook and ring headers are designed to give minimum 
tlow variations 1n their branch streams. These flow 
variations are found by a combination of solving the First 
Law of Thermodynamics for each branch stream and a special 
convergence technique. Flow rates in the tube bundle can 
then be analyzed with respect to variations of tube length 
and inside diameter, plugged tubes, and phase separation. 
The actual exchanger duty can be analyzed dividing 
the exchanger into many smaller imaginary exchangers each 
carrying one of the discrete tubeside flows. For each of 
the imaginary exchangers the shellside flow a·s a percent-
age of the total shellaide flow is equal to the number of 
tubes carrying each flow as a percentage of the total 
number of tubes. Actual excpanger duty is found by plotting 
cooling curves while maintaining a fixed UA and fixed inlet 
temperatures of both warming and cooling str~ams~ 
A. procedure for ·checking and designtng against 
instability of flow in· a: system is also pre_sented. This 
• 
includes slug flow in the distribution system, tµbe 
pulsations as a function of time, and the case where tubes 
operating with equal pressure drops may carry as many as 
three two-phase flow rates. 
To further ill~strate the above procedures and to 
deyelop "ah~rt cute-" a typical cryogen~c heat exchanger 
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' Gp!RAL NOKBIOLA.TURI 
A ar,ea (tt2) 
Op specific heat (Btu 's/lb or) 
D diameter ( inches) 
t tanning traction factor (3) 
G total mass flow rate (lb/tt2-hr) 
G' gas tlow rate (lb/tt2-hr) 
Sc gravitational constant (tt/eeo2) 
H vertical height (f't) 
h vertical height (ft) 
I.D. inside tube diameter {inches) 
K proportionality constant 
K' constant 1n Hughmark's slip ~orrelations (5) {see fig 4) 
Kc coefficient of contraction crJ (see fig 6) 
Ke coefficient of expansion @ {see fig 7) 
L length (ft) 
L' liquid flow rate {lb/ft2-br) 
L'' percentage lose of duty 
M flow (moles/hr) 
MW molecular weight 
m flow (lb/sec) 
m maldistribution of flow (± percentage of mean) 
N number of discrete flows 
NFr Froude Number, l2540q2/D5 
NRe Reynold Number, DG/12 J.{ 
NRe' two phase Reynolds Number with slip, DG/12(RI/{L + RQl!a) 
NT total number of beat exchange tubes· 
O. D.outside tube diameter (inches) 
P pressure (psi) 
&P* fictictious pressure drop (see p.11) 
Q heat transfer (Btu's/hr) 
Q' volumetric flow rate (ft3/sec) 
q flow rate (ft3/sec) 
RL liquid volume fraction with slip 
Rv gas volume fraction with slip 
RL' liquid volume fraction without slip 
Rv• gas volume fraction without slip 
Rv, ' Q 'a/Q. 'L 
Sa cross sectional area upstream of an expan~ion or 
downstream of a contraction 
Sb cross sectional area downstream of an expans~o~ or 
upstream of a contraction 
T · temperature {OF) 
~TLM log mean temperature difference, { THI1H - TLow)/ 
log ( THIGW. TLOW )' . 
t time (seconds) 
U overall outside beat transfer coefficient (Btu's/br-OF-ft2) 
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H\lg.hllia.rk·' • hold~up parameter S, NRe~/6tf,rl/BRx:ri 
. (:see fig 4) 
sur·tao·e tension (dynes/cm) 
change r,,, 
pipe roughness factor ~ 
heat of vaporization (Btu's/lb) 
Baker chart parameter ~ (see fig 8), ((~G/.075).(G>1/62.3))t, 
viscosity (lb/ft-hr) 
viscosity (op) 
critical viscosity (lb/ft-hr) 
3.1416 
density (lb/ft3) 
Baker Chart parameter ~ (see fig 8), ((73ft{-1)(1(162.3/(21)2)l/3 
partial derivative 
Subscripts 
B refers to branch stream off of ring header 
f refers to frictional forces 
G refers to gas flow 
H refers to ring header 
L refers to liquid flow 
P refers to symmetrical piping 
T refers to tubes 
TP refers to two pha~e flow 
TS refers to tube sheet 
TSH refers to tube sheet header 
numbers ( 1, 2, 3 etc.) and lower case letters (a, b, c etc.) 
refers to specific positions defined in particular section 
FOOTNOTES 
l"t\Footnotes are denoted by a superscript with a circle 
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INTRODUCTI CB 
Tbe p~pose or this study is to develop a des~~ 
procedure tor the distribution system ot a coil wound 
and plate-fin heat exchanger. Both single and two 
phase flow are considered. Instabilities which may 
exist will be discussed with ways to design in a more 
stable region. A procedure for calculating maldistribution 
for any system and its effect on the loss of exchanger 
duty is also presented. 
A coil-wound heat exch~nger briefly is one in which 
equilength tubes are wound around a mandrel 1n lay.era of 
alternating d 1rection. For smaller exchangers ( see fig. 1) 
the tubes are connected to buttonhook hea_dera and for the 
larger exchangers they are connected at. the -entrance and 
exit to tubesbeets (see fig. 2). Coil wound exchangers 
have the advantage of operating with very high pressures. 
9-ome may be as large as 14 feet in diameter and 75 feet 
long. 
A plate-fin or core heat exchanger is formed by 
brazing aluminum plates and corrugated aluminum together 
in a molten salt bath (see fig. 3). It bas the acvantage of 
large heat exchange surface· area per volume of exchanger 
( 45.0 ft2/ft3 of exchanger volume). 
GENERAL DESIGN PROCEDURE 
To get maximum performance from a beat exchanger 
it is des~rable to _eveD:lY d1stribu~e a single stream 
to numerous heat excha:nge passages o~ tubes. The 
' ' H '. • 0 
mo.st eoonomic:al means to this 1s by a buttonhook 
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header tor smaller o~,1-wound exchanger•(••• tig. ~) 
; ,-, 
and ring headers tor larger models (aee tig. 2). !he 
branch·streams tr9m the ring headers are connected to 
tubesheets. It the number ot tubesbeets is one, or 
two, symme~rical piping is used (see tig. 2). For core. 
exchangers either a straight manifold or symmetrioal 
piping is connected to a passage header ( see fig. 3). 
It is assumed that a certain amount of pressure 
drop bas been allotted to the heat exchange system. In 
other words, the entrance and exit pressures are known. 
One would wish to have as much of th1s pressure drop 
as possible in the tube bundle to enhance the beat 
transfer coefficient. However, as pressure drop is 
sacrificed from tbe d~stribution system to the heat 
exchange area the ma1distr1bution of flow increases. As 
the heat transfer coefficient increases, the exchanger 
duty increases with fixed a.rea. As the mald1str1but1on 
increases, the exchanger duty decreases again assuming 
fixed area. A loss. of exchange duty will cause a loss of 
production. In designing the distribution system, the cost 
of the header plus the cost of the loss of production 
should be minimized. The cost of the distributor depends 
on the cost of material, .fabrtcation, insulation, and 
installation. The design of the distribution system 
influe~ces mald istribut ion, which affects loss of duty, 
which. in turn 1s proportional t'o loss of production. The 
t·otal minimum cost for various distribution systems J. - . ' 
! . 
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Since pipin; is available in discrete diameters 
the possible combinations of header and branch stream 
diameters are limited. This allows one to assume a design 
and calculate the total cost, repeating with a new design 
until the minimum coBt iA realized. Any other method 
of solution would result in fractional pipe sizes of 
no practical use. One now wishes to f1nd two points in 
the system where the pressure is common to all branch 
streams; usually the inlet and outlet. It is now possitle 
to add up all the pressure drops for each branch stream 
and solve for the flow rate through each branch. The 
maldistribution is then known from which the loss of 
exchanger duty may be found. 
Pipe sizes between one anf three inches are 
available at every one half inch interval; from four inches 
on, at every two inch interval. A rough first estimate 
of header and branch pipe diameter can be obtained from 
the pipe flow chart in Perry's Chemical En~ineer8 Handbook 
1
], 
based on~P/L. For frictional pressure drop (~PF'/L) 
needed in the pipe flow chart, table 1, has been developed 
for the first trial of the header design. Values for 
table 1 were obtained by takin~ several optimum deei~ns 
and working backwards across the pipe flow chart. If 
sufficient data is not available for the chart the diameter 
may be estimated from 


























where D • diameter 1n inches 
m = mass rate 1n lb/sec 
~=density 1n lb/ft3. 
Pressure drop equations for each resistance 
encountered are written. They have all been derived 
empirically by methods described in the articles of 
the footnotes. In developing the pressure drop 
equations, irreversible energy loss due to a flow 
disturbance caused by change in direction, friction, 
and turbulence is taken into account plus any 
reversible energy due to a change in velocity or 
static head. 
Tyoe of flow - split flow 
Equation 2 
6P12 = 174fa2L ~ (}i 
n5 
Type of flow - straight pipe I 
Equation 3 
0,000135~ ~.8V22 - 0,368V1V~ @ 
4.5381? ri.a~22 - o.368 (D2 D1 D2 
7. 
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. Type of flow • branob pipe }-- ~ 
Equation 4 
t>P12 • ','I~ V12 + (V22 - VJ 2)q @ 
Sr. 2Sc 
:~12 • },628~ ~K8 - l)M~ + ~~) 





L\P12 =-(2KcV22 _,Jv22 - v,2)y ® 
2gc 2gc 
:~12 = 3.6283(? ~Kc + l)~~ - Br~) --L. __ . I -~ ;;.J 
- __ _r-· 
Type of flow - !Udden contraction 
Equation 6 
~~12 = o.000135ei·J6v22 - o.64v12 - o.72v1v~ C2l 
L).P12 = 4.5381~/i.36~22 - 0.6tg1 2 - 0.7291~2\ ~ D2 D1 D12D2 i' 
Type of tlow - branch flow 
lquation 7 


























l· ~ ' I 
i 
- .. ~-:,_ •,to-_• ,. ·: ---~.· "':-: - ·- -
_,..._ .---- -- . ·- :::' ---- -. ,-
or ) AP12 : 4,5381~~~2 -~ - o,:~: 
'l'ype ot tlow - join branch 
Type of flow - join flow 
Type of flow - join branch I -E---- I 
Equation 10 
~ P12 = o.000135~ 1.2v22 
or · 
.6. P12 = 5.4457f~ 
t~·--
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A P12 = o.0001:,5~(1.av22 - 0.368V1V2) ~ 
or 
t..Pi2 • 4,538~~,:~22 - o~~~, 
Type ot tlow - bend with capped tee 
The above equations are especially suited :for 
turbulent flow with appreciable entrance effects. 
If the change 1n density is greater than 10%, the 
equations will lose accuracy. They may also be used 
for homogeneous two phase flow by using the homogeneous 
density. 
For nonhomogeneous two phase :flow the :following 
method should be used for :frictional pressure drop 
1n a straight pipe. Calculate the liquid volume 
fraction in the pipe using slip correlations of 
Hughmark (5) ( see fig. 4). 
Z = (NRe 1 ,v~ (Nn, )Ys (R{)-i 
NRe' = two phase Reynold number 
= (6.6 x 105)q R or ._.......:::-.:DG=-...., -~-
D( RJ./lL -t Rc},'tG) 12 ( R11< L · +- R.GJ( G) 
NFr = Froude number 
. : 12540g2 
n5 
. R' = volume fraction without slip 
R • volume fraction with slip 
L refers to liquid 
~ r:-f~r~ }~ ~as 
K~• constant from fig. 4 
One must first assume no slip, find K' from :fig, 4, 





















t r: ,. (i i. 
[ f· 
11. [ 
:f : .l I .·, 
- --.·--= - - ,_____ •-c--· ,._-. 
value tor Nae'• Repeat this procedure until convergence 
1s reached. If 1t does not converge, no slip may 
be assumed. The limits of this correlation are: 
1 <(NRe')l/6(NFr)l/8(R1 1 )--t Ll30. 
In order to read the two phase pressure drop from 
the Chenowi th-Martin-Lapin-Bauer curves ®, the ficti t1ous. 
single phase pressure drops must first be founa. The 
fictitious liquid pressure drop is calculated by assumin~ 
liquid only is flowing in the pipe at a Grate (lb/hr-ft2) 
eaual to that of the two phafe fluid. Similarly the 
fictitious gas pressure drop is calculated by assu~ing 
gas only is flowing in the pipe at a Grate (lb/hr-ft2) 
equal to that of the two phase fluid. The limits of the 
tPTp correlations are : 
t:. PG/ z\PL ~ 1000 or NRe ;, 3000. 
The pressure drop due to the head ma~, be found by 
looking at differential lengths of pipe or tubing • 
., 
~ P head = ~ ( V1R1 1 (~ f!R(!) i (t. ht} /144 
where i refers to tne differential vertical 
segment, Ahi (ft), and n is the number of segments 
For constant gas-liauid ratios this reduces to 
6. P head = (~1R14 Q1RG)H/144 (ft). where His the vertical height 
When.there exists cooling or heating through tube 
walls the density of the tubeside fluid will change. 
With a constant mass flow rate the velocity will 
therefore change. By Bernouli's equation this 
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6P12 • (V~2 - v12)~ 2gc 
or 
6 P12: 3~282~(q22 - q12) 
t H l'.AT 
Symbols used in pressure drop equations: 
-- ;) 
6 P12 = pressure drop f'rom 1 to 2 (psi) 
D: inside diameter (inches) 
V = velocity (f't/sec) 
q = flow rate (ft3/aec) 
~ • density ( 1 b/ ft '3 ) 
NRe = 55004 qD,ht (i. 
f • fanning friction factor }) 
• 16/NRe for NRe < 2000 
= see ref 3 for Nae~ 3000 
L = pipe length (ft} ,,_ 
Ke• coefficient of expanaion(J,A-$ee fig. 6) 
Kc• coefficient of contractionll:V (see fig. 7) 
){•viscosity {lb/ft-hr) 
G = maee flow rate (lb/hr.ft2) 
The two common pressure points described earlier 
must now be defined. For ring headers at the entrance 
and exit of the bundles, the entrance and exit 
tubesheets are all at different pressures. If one 
were to choose the inlet and outlet pressures as 
common points and then sum the pressure drops for 
each branch stream he would have four unknown diameters 
in each equation. These diameters are of the inlet 
header, inlet branch, outlet branch, and outlet header 
streams. To do a trial and error solution of the 
pressure drop equations one would have to try a very 
large number of diameter combinations.· In order to 
avoid this task one may assume a common pressure 































,·-- ---- .. -- .. 
point at the center ot the tube bundle, te. one halt 
a tube length. Th11 111 by no means rigorous. Oonsider 
that each entrance tubesheet eeee a common average 
exit tubeaheet pressure because ot the tact that 
entrance and exit tubesheets are randomly connected 
and each tubesheet bas approximately the same number 
ot tubes connected to each exit tubeeheet. S1miliarly 
each exit tubesheet sees a common average entrance 
tubesheet pressure. One may get a feel for the tact 
that most ot the tubes are concentrated about a 
single pressure at the middle or the btmdle, assuming 
pressure drop 1s a linear function or length, 
Presented graph1callys 
l.. E.NCl" 
("!.."" N'to.\) SU 
c, 
0 51, IOO. 
6. p ( % 01• \ ,,1 "') 
F.ach point at the O and 100% length line represents a 
tubesheet.· Since AP is assumed a linear function or 
length and ·each tubesheet is connected to another 
tubeaheet by an equal number or tubes, straight lines 
may be drawn connecting all combinations of tubeaheets. 
It 1a appar.ant that moat will cross at a point ot 
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not rigqrou, but w111
1
ate trial and error 1olution 
le11 complicated. Actually the preaaure drop at tb1a 
50~ point a1sume1 a normal distribution. 
ror any type ot symmetrical piping pressure 
drops are equal in all branchea. It one baa a ring 
header at the entrance and symmetrical piping at the 
outlet; collDlon pressure points exist at the inlet, 
exit tubesheeta and exit. 
The common pressure points for most systems have 
now been defined and the distribution system can now 
be designed. It has been assumed that the tube 
bundle or core has already been designed and the 
average pressure drop across them is known. 
For symmetrical piping one assumes equal flow 
of split streams and estimates pipe diameters as 
described earlier. Since all streams are equal, 
one may sum all pressure drops that are applicable from 
the entrance to exit. New pipe diameters are estimated 
until the minimum piping cost for the fi~ed pressure 
drop is assured. No maldistribution will arise 
from symmetrical piping • 
For ring headers at one end and eymm.etrica 1 
piping at the other one must first assume a header 
diameter ·and a branch stream diameter and symmetrical 
pipe diameters. It ·is desired to choose flows that 
14 • ,, 
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will give exactly equal pressure drops tor each 
stream. One must first assume equal flows 1n all 
branch streams and sum the total pressure drop 1n each 
from entrance to exit. Total pressure drops will differ 
slightly for each stream. From these pressure drops better 
flow rates may be estimated and new pressure drops calculated. 
~p • Kq2 K II b.P/q2 
0 6. P • 2Kq.,q 
06.P • 2~Pq0q/q2 • 2~P~q/q 
'o q • 6APq/21lP 
where t>.P • average total pressure drop {"psi) 
K = constant 
q • average flow rate (ft/sec) 
u q = q new - q old 
l\tP • llP average - t.P old 
Three or four trials are needed with the above equation 
to converge to four significant numbers. Maldistribution, 
lose of duty, and lose of production can be calculated 
as will be shown later, for the particular design. 
The cost due to lose of production and the cost of the 
ring header are summed. New ring headers and branch 
diameters are chosen ana the cost calculated until the 
minimum cost and optimum design are reached. 
The _next case will be for r1ng headers at the 
inlet and outlet. The method here is slightly more 
complicated than the others. For symmetrical headers 
just one semicircle need be considered. The radius 
of!\ the rings 1a large enough tQ assume a straight 
pipe, First assume header and branch diameters. 
15. 
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.&1~ a oo•on pre1nr, 1n the a14dl• ot the bullc111 
and 'bJ' aua1ng pre1eure drop• trom the entrance to 
the a1ddle ot the bundle tor each branch atreaa a 
tlow rate tor each branch may be tound, By knowing 
the tlow rate 1n eaoh branch the pre1aure1 at the 
1.Dlet tubeeheet uy be tound, The exact aame procedure 
1a used on the exit end, One now knows the pre1sure 
at all inlet and outlet tubesheeta. One can now 
tind discrete flow rates 1n the bundle between 
particular tubeeheets, Knowing this the flow rates 
through each branch stream may be calculated and the 
tubesheet pressures recalculated. Thia procedure 
11 repeated until convergence 1a reached. The 
maldistribution, loss of duty, and loss or production 
are tound and new diameters are assumed until cost 
11 minimized. 
For plate-tin exchangers with straight manifolds 
the situation 1s. very s1milia.r to the wound coil 
except that the passages are not randomly connected 
between passage headers and hence one does not get 
random mald1str1bution 1n the passages but a segre-
gated mald1str1but1on. Again assume header and 
branoh diameter and sum pressure dropa from entrance 
to exit to get the flow rate. Pressure drop equations 
or.correlations 1n the various tn>es of core.a may 
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1011 ot 4uty 11 eugg11ted later. .Aga~~t~!"t1on 
171t1• 11 opt1.Jl1zet! by m1n1m1zing th?~ 
. 
) 
When two phase tlow exists in the d11tr1but1on 
171ta one must be careful not to be 1n the slug 
tlov region. This can easily be checked by referring 
to a Balcer chart. @ For symmetrical piping at the 
inlet one may design for annular or dispersed flow. 
It a 1aall amount of liquid is present &n annular 
entrance pattern might be acceptable. But the lose 
ot duty tor the case of extreme liquid ma1distribut1on 
should be checked for s.ignificanoe. There are two 
ways or making a two phase stream homogeneous. One 
is to increase the pressure above the critical 
pressure or the gas and the other is to increase 
the velocity to the dispersed flow pattern 1n which 
liquid 111 entrained 1n the ~as phase. For ring, 
straight, or buttonhook headers at the inlet one 
must design for a homogenepus or dispersed flow. 
It is presently common practic~ to avoid two phase 
flow~ raising the pressure of the gas.above the 
cr1t1~al pr~ssure to achieve a homogeneous fluid 
which can then be .distributed by a ring or straight 
he~der. It may be e.conomically advantageous to 
increase the veloo ity of a two phase fluid to a 
homogeneous fluid. .Again one may use the Baker chart 
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It abould be noted that a ring, straight, or buttonhook 
header may have to be necked down or tapered so that 
the homogeneous regime will remain to the end or last 
branch stream. For the discharge system one may be 1n 
any two phase regime except of course slug flow. Dis-
tributing the two phase fluid from the branch streams to 
the tubesheet or core poses another serious matter as 
will be shown in the mald1str1bution section. It is very 
important the equal gas-liquid ratios are distributed 
to each tube or each core pasaa~e. A conical diffuser 
seems to be the beet method (see fi~. 9), If one has 
annular flow entering the diffuser he should have some 
sort of conical device upstream to scrape the liauid 
off the walls and disperse it in the gas. 
INST.~BILITIES 
Instabilities which may arise in the system c9uld 
cause a form of maldistribution that , could be quite 
serious, not only effecting· loss of duty but lose of 
equipment as well. 
One type of instability is caused by a condensing 
or evaporating fluid. A plot of mass flow rate {G) 
versus two phase pressure drop (.~Priip) may reveal 
curves s1m111ar to one of the following. 
AP 
(P.J) 
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Ont.can••• tbat it tbl pr11aure drop 11 1n the 
1bad1d region two or three tlow rate, tor curve, 
may ex1et, In a core or tube bundle one tube or 
pa11age may be at a low flow rate while another at 
a high flow rate. For curve 2 many flow rates may 
occur at a particular pre1aure drop, Ourve 1 is a 
single pba1e fluid which 1a stable, It one t1nds he has de-
s1~1n the unatable region he may either increase the 
preesure to above the critical pressure to obta1n 
a single phase fluid and get curve 1 or redesign 
the bundle so a pressure drop outside the unstable 
region exists. The stability curve may be drawn 
by first plotting temperature versus duty, the 
cooling curve, From the equation q = UA~TLM one can 
plot tube length versus duty. From this liquid 
condensed versus length 11 graphed. From Hughmark' a 
slip correlations® a plot of 11q.u1d volu~e fraction 
versus length ia made, Using Chenowith - Martin 
two phase preesure drop correlations ®pressure 
drop per length versus length is plotted. The area 
under this curve is the total pressure drop. One 
now has. a point on theAPTP versus G curve. A new 
G is assumed and the procedure is repeated until 
a smooth curve results. 
Another type of instability may occur 1n a 
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duty and may manitest 1tselt ae pul1at1on1. A 
rigorous analysis ot this ettect 1e beyond the 
eoope of th1e study. To simplify matters one may 
consider the "worst case" and see if ite effect on 
the lose of duty 1e appreciable. The "worst case" 
would be 1f all duty was exchanged at the tube 
inlet and all pressure drop occured at the outlet. 
The tube 1s adiabatic and frictionless 1n between. 
Preeeure drop and duty are constant. A plot or 
mass flow (G) versus time 1s the desired result of 
this analysis. 
-------------ai"-./ 
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The step wise procedure iss 
1. ~p: Ky2V22/2gc 
2. Find the constant K for the design case 
K: 2tPgQ/~2V22 
3. At time (tJ • o assume no heat flow (Q • 0) 
a) Calculate V2 • i./2APgc/~2K' 
where V2 = Vl and Q2 = Q 1 
b) Calculate G2 • C?2V2 and G1 = G2 • ~1V1 . 
4. At t • o+ assume heat flow (Q = constant,Btu's/sec) 
a) \?1V1 • '<aVaJalways 
bl Va= V2Jalways 
c V1 = mi/~1A.,alwaye, therefore, 
d m1/?a = V2AJalwaye 
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For the ratio mi/~a only one value 
tor m1 and one vilue for 0a exists. 
A graph of m1/Q a verims m1 should 
be plotted. 
Q • (Cp/\T~ ARLr,)m1 = constant 
Cp • specific heat, f(T) 
~RL = fraction liouefied or vaporized, f(T1 
~=heat of vaporization, f(T) 
m1 = mars flow rote in lb/sec 
Q • heat flow (Etu'a/sec) 
Fill in values for the following list 
over the temperBture range of the 
deai~ exchanger. 
1) T (OF) 
2! Cp (Btu's/lb OF) 
3 A (Btu's/lb) 
4 .6RL 
5 ) (J a ( 1 b /ft 3 ) 
~ ~ ~~AT ~ f.RLr\ 
A plot of ml~'a versus m1 can now be plotted. 
e) m1 anc 1_) 8 ct1n now be found for a particular 
V2A 
The new density (~a) will reach tbs restriction 
at t • tute volume/V2A where (1 2 = ( 1a 
a) V2 = 21\Pgc/\·2K , 
b) m1/, ·a = V2A 
c) from ~ranh fina new m1 and ~a 
Repeat step 5 anr a olot of m1 versus time 
can be -r.lotted. 
TWO-PHASE FLOW 
Simultaneous gaa-liauid flow is frequently 
encountered. The design problems are much more 
complicated in two phase flow than that in single 
phaae flow. It is common knowledge that gas-liau1d 
flow in tubes exists in different patterns or 
reg.1mes depending on the physical and geometric 
properties of the system. These flow regimes are 
labled bubble, plug,· stratified, wavy, slug, froth, 
annular, and spray by those knowledgeable in the 
21. 
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field ot two phase flow. Heat, mass, and momentum 
transfer as well ae hold-up can be preficted with 
reasonable accuracy only when the flow re~lmee can 
be specified. 
Prediction of the flow re~1me offers another 
problem in two phase flow. The only sure method 
is by visual observation of the actual flow under 
investigation throu~h a transparent tube. Even 
visual observations under certain conditions may cause 
some doubts to the observer as to what he is BGeing. 
Boundaries between re;z1mes are not well 'le~ined 
and high-speed photo~raphy may be necessary. 
Correlations are numerous given fluid properties, 
flow rates, and tube dimensions, but are only 
reasonably accurate. Practically all correlati0ns 
are based on data obtained from only five systems 
(air-water, CO2-water, steam-water, air-oil, and 
NH4-water) using only horizontal and vertical tubes. 
Transport coefficients for two phase flow can be 
predicted from general correlations without regard to 
regimes but the ran~es are limited an1 accuracy very 
poor. Even if the flow pattern, geometric dimensions, 
and fluid properties are known pressure drop from the 
most reliable correlations can only be predicted 
with 25%..aocuracy. Two phase heat transfer co-
efficients can be found from general correlations 
22. 

















using a single phase flow coefficient or using 
d1mene1onless groups aseum1nq a 11ouid film on 
the wall but again are very inaccurote. 
In order to make accurate pre~ict1on of transport 
properties, one needs to know what fluid mechanism exists 
and how it is caused. Some of those who have done 
outstanding work are: D. J. Nicklin in vertical slu~ 
flow and bubble flow, Calvert and Williams in vertical 
annular flow, E. S. Kornvban in horizontal slucr flow, 
C. B. Wallis in horizontDl bubtle flow, Eergelin and 
Gayley in horizontal wavy and stratified flow, and 
Russel and Lsmb in horizontal annular flow. However, 
at present the author is not aware of a deoendable method 
of calculatin~ transport proprrties outside th~ ran~e 
of the above investi~ations. 
LOC.41 MALDISTRIBUTION AND LOSS OF EXCr.4NGER DUTY 
There exists in practically all systems maldistri-
bution of flow, much of which can not be avoided. This 
maldistribution affects the exchanger duty and thus 
causes a loss of production. Given a particular design 
one would want to know how much loss of duty as a percent 
of the design duty will occur. There are essentially 
two types of tubeside flow mald1stribution. The 
first type which will be called local maldistribution 
results in a cross sectional area of an exchanger 
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be called random maldiatr1but1on which occurs when 
tubes or flow pasa~~es of different flow rates or 
temper~ture occur randomly through the bundle or core 
and a cross section will show a constant shellside 
temperature. 
When local maldistribution occurs the loss of 
performance aue to the entropv gain of mixing streams 
of different temperature is large. It may also be 
shown by drawing cooling curves for cross sectional 
segments o~ an exchanser that the mean temperature 
difference between the warmin~ ann coolino: stre·1m 
is less than the uniformly distributed case, hence 
more loss of duty (Q = UA6TLM). 
Local maldistribution in core exchangers is 
caused by fluin not being distributed properly in 
the headers to the indivinual core pasaa~es. One 
can see from the dia~rarn below that the heavier 
passa~es receive more flow because of hi~her pressure 
drop due to the momentum of the entry stream. 
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To calculate loss of exchanger duty one must divide 
the core into two cross sectional areas and make an 
estimate of the flow each paesege ie receiv1n~. Let the 
passages carrying the large flow be one exchan~er and the 
passages carrying the low flow he anoth~r. Draw cooling 
curves for each allowing a proportional amount of original 
UA for each exchanger and add the dutv of each. The design 
duty lees the sum of the two duties is the lose of exchange 
duty. Local maldistribution in p,rallel core exchangers 
may also occur when a straight manifold ta used to 
distribute to each core. Consider three ty~ical 
manifolding designs for distributin~ single phase fluid 
to three identical parJllel cores. Fluid velocity in 
these examples is great enough so that the pressure drop 
due to friction is negligible compared to the change in 
pressure due to change in velocity. Notin~ that for 
every btanch there is a pressure recovery in the inlet 
header ann a pressure lose in the outlet header, one 
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Cooling curves can be drawn for each individual 
core as before and the duty of each calculated. 
Local maldistribution 1n large wound coil 
exchangers 1s quite complex. The tubes that are 
wound first on the.mandrel are usually connected 
to the top or the upper tubesheet and- to the bottom 
of the lower tubesheet. If the entrance flow is 
not homogeneous as 1n two phase separated flow, 
liquid will iend to travel 1n the center of the 
bundle. The effect this can haye on loss of exchanger 
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liquid-gas ratios. These tubes are also longer tban 
the tubes which extend from the top of the lower 
tubeeheet to the bottom of the upper one since the 
actual heat exchan~e length is the same for all tubes. 
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Since the tubes are circumferentially wound in each 
bundle the tubes outside the bundles lose their 
identity in the circumferential direction and not in the 
radial direction. The average tube length per each 
circumferential segment must be found before-and 
:···::: ,:: 
after each bundle. The average lengths in these 
circumferential segments are directly additive. For instance 
consider sect ions A or C. If the tubes were disconnected 
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The tube lengths in three equal area concentric 
segments may then be represented bv the following diagram. 
S1mil1arly for section E, if the tubes are 













The tube lengths 1n three equal area concentric 
segments may then be represented b~, the following 
diagram. 
The three concentric segments represente. tions of 
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If one bas separated two phase flow entering the 
tubesbeets where the liouid is goin~ into the tubes 
at the bottom of the tubeeheet, a distribution of 
liouid fraction may bes 
\ 
During the winding of the large tube bundles, the 
tubes which are wound first on the mandrel receive 
much flexing and distortion. Quite often·these tubes 
crack, leak, and must be plugged. 
;o. 
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ettectiTe area ot the exchanger. Fro• experience 
one can estimate how many tubes are going to be 





The three major causes of local maldistribution, 
tube lengths, unequal liquid fractions, and plugged 
tubes have been discussed. To find the loss of duty 
caused by local mald1atr1but1on divide the bundle 
into concentric segments.of equal annular area. 
-
- .. . . . 
' I, .. ," .. - - - - - - • ~ '-
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P'or each segment estimate the average tube length, 
liquid tr~ct1on, and number ot plugged tubes. The 
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1, no ra41&1 1)1111114• 11qu14 a1z111g 
2. ptrteot o1rouattrat1al 1hell114t a1z1ng 
, •. equal pre11ur1 at any lffel 1n tht exobangtr. 
It 11 apparent troa these a11waption1 there will 
be 1hell11dt ga1 a1x1ng. The tolloving model can 
be u1ed to calculate 1011 ot duty. 
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Each oo.lumn represents equal surface area concentric 
bundle segments. Each vertical segment represents 
equal surface area vertical segment o:t' the exchanger • 
.All inlet conditions are known tor each column. 
' The tollowing 1teps should be tolloweds 
30• 
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ror a tirat assumption aaaume no abella1de 
pa mixing 
Draw cooling curves tor each column and 
keeping UA constant at 1/3 the design 
value estimate conditions in and out ot 
each vertical segment 
Calculate ehellside pressure drop through 
the top section in each exchanger 
It the ~P's are unequal there will be a 
flow of shellside gas in a particular 
direction 
Guess vapor flows between the top sections 
Guess a new ~H across each exchange section 
Calculate~T's across section and ~Tim 
between tube and shell streams 
Calculate a cross-sectional area, asRume 
constant U 
Calculate a new 6H • UA~Tlm 
Use this new b, H in step 6 and repeat until 
it no longer changes 
Calculate new pressure drop for each top 
segment 
If pressure drops ere unequal, guess a 
new vapor flow and repeat from step 6 
When pressure drops are equal repeat the 
entire procedure for the second segment 
for each column ana so on until bottom 
segment. 
Reflecting back to local maldistribution in a single 
core exchanger in which the corrugated sheets are open in 
places to the stream next to it in the same layer, a 
similiar analysis with gas mixing should be done. 
One can now draw a cooling curve for each column 
in ·the model and calculate the duty of each. Quite 
often no sbellside gas mixing can be assumed which 
greatly' simplifies the analysis. 
RANDOM MALDISTRIBUTION AND 
CORRESPONDING LOSS Q.E DU~Y 
so far random ma.ldistrib~tion has not b~en ta.ken 
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tube tlow rates different from design are randomly 
distributed throu~h the bundle. Since the flow 
variations are randomly distributed, a cross section 
of the tube bundle will always show a constant 
shellside tempernture assumin~ no local maldistri-
but1on. Maldistr1but1on etreo,s tfind to 0&rt1&lly 
cancel and entropy or rnixing exists only at the 
tubes1de exit. Thie type is not as serious as local 
maldietribution but will present itself in all systems. 
One type of random maldistribution has already 
been discussed and is that caused by instabilities. 
It will be assumed that the instability which is a 
function of two phase flow rate has been eliminated 
and that the effect of the pulsation type is negligible. 
The variations of tubesheet pressures due to 
header 61>.~ s cause another type of random maldistribution. 
Since each exit tubesheet bas an equ1probabl~ chance 
of having tubes connected to an entrance tubesheet, it 
can be assumed that an equal number of tubes connect all 
possible combinations and entrance and exit tubesheets. 
For instanQe if one has eight entrance tubesheets 
and four exit tubesheets there are 32 discrete 
pressure drops 1n the bundle and therefore 32 
discrete flow rates due to variations in tubesheet 
P,r;.Et$SUI\es. There tends to be a normal d1'str1bution 
ot; .. pr-~~-su.re dr.ops in the bundle as many o'! the 
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d11crete pre11ure drops are the same, 
'1:'i 1 l,~ ' If'~ .. 111, 
In calculating the actual exchanger duty the above 
random maldistribution must be combined with the 
local maldistribution. 
The shellside cool1n~ curves for each column 
have been drawn neglecting random maldistr1but1on. 
Take one of the three model exchangers and isolate 
it. Consider each discrete pressure drop due to 
variations in the tubesheet pressures in the 
isolated exchanger as a separate exchanger. If 
there are five diecr~te pressure drops there are 
five separate model exchangers each with a different 
tube side flow and the same shelleide flow. Thie 
can be done for each of the three concentric segments. 
We now have 15 separate exchangers representing the 
bundle, Draw a cooling curve for each of the 15 
exchangers keeping the UA of each proportional to 
the number of tubes in each. Find the duty of each 
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It has been found by past experience that the 
percent lose of duty "L" 1a equal to a constant "K", 
wh1ch 1a particular to a tube bundle, t1me0 the 
II 
percent mald10tr1bution aauared {L • Km-2). The 
percent mald10tr1but1on, II, 10 defined a0 the percent of 
maximum and minimum deviation from the mean when one half 
of the flow 1B at the maximum and one half of the flow 
1s at the minimum. For instr.nee if one half of the 
tubes are flowing at 90% the mean and the other half are 
110% the mean the mald1str1bution is 10%. In the case 
where the maximum and minimum percent deviations are not 
equal the largest absolute percent deviation is used as 
a con~ervative estimate. The value for K must now be found 
for each segment. 
The cooling curves for each column have been drawn 
neglecting this random maldistribution. Take one of the 
three model exchangers and isolate it. Assume some percent 
maldistribution "m". Consider two exchangers eaual to the 
one we have isolated. Keepin~ the same shellside cooling 
curve for each, let one carry the low flow and one carry 
the high flow and draw a cooling curve for each maintaining 
the same UA in each case. Find the duty of each and average 
the two. The difference between this duty and the duty 
before considering maldistribution is the loss of duty. 
Find the percent loss of duty 111 11 and evaluate "K". 
II K = L/m2-. Repeat this for each concentric segment to find 
a value for Kin each • 
36. 
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Another random type ot maldietribution must now be 
incorporated into the analysis. It 1e caused by vari-
ations of tube inside diameter. Tube vendors usually 
give a maximum and minimum inside diameter. It may be 
assumed that the diameters are uniformly distributed 
between these limits because the variations are due to 
the gradual wearin~ down of the dies. Thia means that 
every tuce will have a different diameter of uniform 
distribution between the maximum and minimum tolerances. 
With a constant pressure drop throu~h each tube the flow 
can be approximated aa being uniformly distributed. 
(Actually flow ra1e 1s proportional to diameter to the 
5/2 power.) We w1ah to find what this effect has on loss 
fl 
of duty. Consider the following eoua tion L • Km2 which 
has already been discussed. This equation 1s accurate 
for percent lose of duty when one bas discrete flows 
symmetric about a mean flow rate as indicated below: 
C, r-
qo 110 
\: LDw ( % or- M !:.AN) 
The equation 11 = Knf would apply to this distribution • 
If one would apply this equation to a q1stribution 
such as: 
37. 
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he could say 
'I~ 
Fl (,V/ ( '·,:. 
II 2 L average • K(tiill + 
where m1 • 10 
iil2 = 5 
Jl)', Ill 
' "I· (•\""'' I 
Applying this still further to the case of uniform 
flow distribution due tovariations 1n tube inside 
diameter one could write: 
where m • maximum flow deviation for the mean 
N • total number of tubes or discrete flQWS t1 • K 2/N [m2 + {m - 2m/N-l) 2 + (m - 2( 2iii)/N-l) 2 ( m - 3 ( 2iii ) /N -1 ) 2 + • • • • + ( iii - ( N-1/ 2 )( 2m ) /N -1 ) 2] 
or ~ 
l.11 = 2K/N 2'. iii - L( 2m) /N -1 2 
L~O 
Recall the 15 model exchangers for which 
maldistribut1on due to tube inside diameter variation 
has been neglected. A duty for each has already 
been calculated. Finding the maximum and minimum 
flow rates for each of the 15 models and applying the 
above aqua tion to each one may calculate the 1oee of 
exchanger duty and the actual exchanger d:uty of each. 
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get the total actual exchanger duty. The dee1gn 
duty lees th1e value will be the lose or duty. 
If greater accuracy 1s desired one may ~o back to 
page 32 and cnlculate new ehells1de flows for each con-
centric segment usin~ the actual duty. This may be 
repeated until conv~r~ence. Aleo for ~re:•ter accuracy 
one may divide thE exchan~er into more vertical ann 
concentric segments. One can see the tremendous amount 
of work necessary for an accurate appraisal of the loss 
of exchanger duty. If an example can be worked throu~h 
by the a~ove, one wouln be atle to tell where approxima-
tions can be made that would simplify cornnutations. 
EXAMPLF: DESI·1N 
A tyoical rin~ header for a cryo~enic exchan~er will 
now be nesigned. It will be assumed that the tube bundles 
have already been designed as a rrancxer. in fi~ure 10. 
A model of the rin~ heGder will have to have the dimeneions 
of fi~ure 11 to fit the desi~n of th~ bundlss. The par-
ticular stream that will be eYEmined makes up only a small 
part of the overall exchan~er. This stream will be called 
the feed stream. The feed tubes make up 100% of the 
exchange area in the C bundle, 35% of the D bundle, and 
52% of the E bundle. The remaining tubes in each bundle 
contain another process stream which is not under consi-
deration and will be assumed to be perfec.tly distributed. 
Because of the small heat capacity of the feed stream 
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that the 1b1ll11de etrea• will not be atteoted 'bJ 
small obangea in teed stream flow. 
The inlet oondit1ona will t1rat be examined, 
The tollow1ng data 1a available, 
Compoait1on at 5201 and 592 paia 






.01~4 1.00 o 
Total moles (%) 4.506 
Mole wt. (lb/mole) 43.573 
Density (lb/ft3) 30.67 


























surface tension (t) of the liquid may be estimated 
Component . ~,, (dynea/cm at 52or) % Comaosition 
N2 O x • 008 : o 
C1 0 x .1771 : 0 
C2 2 x .1719 : 0.344 
03 9 X .2718 • 2,44 
04 14 X • 2840 :s 3 • 98 
C5 17.5 x ,0769 : 1.55 
06 20 X ,0174 • 0,340 
Total surface tension 8.442 
Total flow rate will 'be 10478 moles/hr. (molecular 
weight Of mixture= 22~7) 
Be~ore estimating the two phase flow pattern 
the pipe size• will have to be estimated from the 
pipe flow chart ©and table 1. Because of the small 
amount of liquid assume single ph:8,se flow. 
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Ring header 
T = 100c 
MW = 22. 7 
Jtc· 16/Q 1s read from pipe chart as 8.5 
Po= 40 atm 
--· '-· . .!•• ~-- .• --~a:,>a-:::~ • • .C•·';.-,•· :a- ·-· ": .•. -: - '.-,~ ·-- ;~-~ 
~PF'/L = .0007 from table 1 
Reference line reads• 7.4 
Weight flow (M lbs/hr)= (total moles rate/ 2 streams in ring)(total MW)• 119,000 lb/hr 
The 1ns1de ring header diameter 1s estimated 
as 13 inches. 
The ring header will be made from aluminum sheet 
o.625 inches thick. Therefore the outside diameter 
will be 14.25 inches. The nearest piping available 
is 14: inches and the inside diameter (Ott) will be 
12.75 inches. 
Branch streams (same as ring header) 
T • 100c 
MW= 22.7 
Po= 40 atm 
6PF'/L = .0007 (~PF'/L)(PG) • .028 
Reference• 7.4 Mase flow rate• (total moles per hr/ 8 branch 
streame)(total MW)= 29,700 lb/hr 
Branch inside diameter= 7 inches 
The branch piping will be made of schedule 
80 XH aluminum. At 8 inches nominal size the inside 
diameter (DJ3) = 7.625 inches. 
Outlet symmetrical piping at P = 565 psia and 
T = -2060F 
~v2 = 1500 lb/eec2ft2 (based on APCI experience) \? • 30. 7 lb/ft2 at -2060F 
V = 6.99 ft/sec= q/Ap 
where Ap = cross sectional area of pipe 
q = volumetric flow (ft}/eec) 
~ :'11'~ Up ~· i/4<ip7fr V , 
I 
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q = ( total molee/2 branches) (total MW) ( 1/ \, 
or liquid)= 1.075 rt3/aeo 
Dp • 5. 3 inches 
The outlet piping w111 be made or schedule 
80 XH aluminum, at 6 inches nom1nal ei1e the inside 
diameter (Dp) • 5.761 inches. 
The first estimation of pipe ei1es have been 
made and results are: 
1neide diameter of r1ng header = Dii = 12. 75 inches 
inside diameter of branches from ring• De• 
6. 725 inches 
inside diameter of outlet piping= Dp = 5,761 inches. 
The two phase flow patterns at the inlet header 
now will be examined. The Baker chart (fi~. 8) 
will be used. 
I 
7\ : ( ( (10/ • 075 )(QT/ 62, 3) ) t : 4, 31 
where 0G = 2.8~7 lb/ft3 
~L = 30.67 lb/ft3 ~ : (73/f1){}(£(62.3/(?1) 2)1/3 = 6.3 
where fL = 8,442 dynes/ cm2 
, , J(L = .0924 cp 
L/G = (moles liauid/moles gas)(MW liquid/MW gas)= 
0,095 lb liquid/lb gas 
where L = mass flow rate of liauid (lb/hr.ft2) 
G = mass flow rate of gas (lb/hr.ft2) 
AH = '11Dif2/ 4 = 0. 89 ft2 
where AH= cross-sectional area of ring header (ft2) 
AB = 'l1DB2/4 • 0.317 ft2 
, where AB= cross-sectional area of branch stream (ft2) 
Ott= (total mole flow/2 streams)(moles % of gas) 
, , , (MW of gas)(l/AH) = 122,000 lb/hr.ft2 
(L/G}t/~ = 2. 57 
Gt'A' = 28,300 
From the Baker chart, the flow is in the annular 
flow regime for the section of the ring header 
before the first branch stream. Similar calculations 
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If nearly eQual flows are assumed out each branch, 
the flow 1e annular 1n all sections except the last 
which 1e 1n the wave region. All four points are 
I 
placed on figure 8. If the liquid rate (L) in the 
I 
last section is increased slightly at constant (G), 
the flow regime will become annular. This will 
probably occur because of the momentum of entrained 
liquid drops. Because the liquid volume fraction is 
small (0.87%) it does not really matter if it is 
not perfectly distributed. Two phase density, 
pressure drop, and liquid hold-up are not significantly 
effected by variations in liquid volume fraction 
at such a low, non-slip volume fraction. However 
just the fact tha.t a small amoµnt of liauid is present 
causes the two phase pressure drop to differ signi-
ficantly from the gas phase case and necessitates 
its consideration. Because of the fact that the 
two phase mixture enters near the dispersed regime 
and the liquid and gas properties are within an order 
of magnitude of each other, the annular film in the 
pipe will be nearly symmetrical and there will be 
much liauid entrainment in the gas phase. It will 
be assumed from this that equal gas-liquid ratios 
occur in each branch. It will also be assumed that 
no liquid will accumulate in the header because all 
43. 
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' t1ow1 are 1D tbe annular reg111e and any exce11 
accuaulat1on ot 11qu1d will torm waves that w111 
be entrained 1n the high velocity gas. 
In the branch streams, assuming near equal tlov11 
I Gs =((total mole tlow rate)/(8 branch streams)) 
, (gae mole traction) (MW gas )(1/AB) 
G :, 85,500 lb/tt2-hr 
G'/-,... • 19,800 
Again from figure 8 annular flow exists. The 
Baker Plot is not as accurate tor vertical flow as 
horizontal so the flow patterns should be checked 
by other methods. 
By the Griffith and Wallie Chart (fig. 13)1 
/ QL • volumetric flow rate of 11au1d 
, = 0.0233 rt3/eec Qc} = volumetric flow rate of gas 
= 2.66 ft3/sec 
6 = 32.2 ft/sec2 (?q£ + Qo)/AB) 2/gcDB • 3.53 Q&/(Q£ + Qa) • 0.992 
Flow is on the border of the slug-annular region. 
By the Govier, Radford, and Dunn method (fi;. 14)s 
l 
Flow is 1n the froth regime according to ~hie method. 
One can see that all three: methods give different 
results because of the limited amount of data used 
1n the correlations. Because of the low liquid 
flow rate it may be assumed that slug flow will 
not occur which is what. 1s most important. 
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Since the branch p1pee are vertical, the liquid 
volume rract1on actually existent 1n the pipe 1s 
necessary ror preeeure drop due to fluid head cal-
culations. By the method of Hughmark on pager8: 
NRe • I)aGR/12(Rt 1 'iL • Ro 1 '{a) 
NRe: l.8f x 106 · 
NFr. 12540 q2B/oE5 
NFr • 3. 52 
where DP,= 7,625 inches GB• 85,500 lb/hr.ft2 
RL' = .0087 
R.J I : , 9913 
YL • .224 It/hr.ft 
,, g = • 027 1 b/h r. ft 
qp = 2.684 ft3/aec 
NRe • two phase Reynold number baaed on slip 
. . 
. 
Z = (NRe)l/6(NFR)ll8(RL)-i • 42.3 
from figure 4, K = .9 
RL 11 1 - K(Ra ) 
RL = .11 
~ = 1 - RL 
Rr, : • 89 NRe = 3.7 x 106 with new values of R1 and Ro 
Z = 39.6 which 1s no appreciable change 
therefore R1 • .11 liquid volume fraction Ro 11 .89 gas volume fraction 
The flow pattern in the tubesheet header (fig. 15) 
should be examined by the Baker Chart (fig. 8). 
I G = (moles flow rate total/number of tube sheets) (.955 gas mole fraction)(MW gas/ATs) 
where DTS ~ diameter of tubesheet = 17.25 inches ATS= cross-sectional area of tubesheet 
= 1. 62 rt2 I 
G,: 17 250 
G/:/.. = 4000 (L'/G) XL~ = 2. 57 
Flow in the tubesheet headers would be on the border 
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neglected. However w1th the dee1gn or the header 
such ae 1t 1e there w111 be butbl1n~ and turbulence. 
It might be aeeumed that all of the 11qu1d entero 
the lower one th1rd or th• tubes. To eay 
that 11qu1d alone flows 1n the bottom tubes neglects 
the entrance effecto of bubl l 1ng wh1 le to eay thn t the 
11nu1d 1a perfectly d1etr1hute~ ne~lecto the eten~y 
et~!te character1stice of phase sepnrnt1on. 
Two phase preaaure drops at v~r1ous flow rateo 
in both the r1n~ hender an~ branch streams will be ,_ 
needed later on wten the pressure drops ar~ ad~ed 
for a particular stream. Since a trial an~ error 
solution will be necessary an~ the calculation of 
two phase pressure drop is lena:tru it would be wise 
at this point to graph two phase pressure drop l\PTP) 
versus mass flow rate G for both the ring header 
and branch. The Chenowith - V~rtln method will be 
used. 
In the rin~ header 
L'iP1*/L = 4fGGrrp2/2gc(,f"!DH 
NReG = DJ.J'.1TPPl 1 = 5. 27 x 106 
NReL: DttGtp/)(L~~ 6.3 x 105 
from Perry s ~~ 
E/Dfl • • 00014 
fo = .0032 
f1 ~ .0036 
where tPo* = ficticious gas phase pressure drop {psi) 
L = length of header (ft) 
GTP = total mass flow rate of both liquid 
and gas (lb/ft2-hr) 
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DJi = hea4-t diameter ( rt) 
0
0 : gae density (lb/tt3) ~ = roushnoae coerr1c1ent from Perri's Chem1c,1 Eng1noera Handbook \10 
;\Po*/L • 6. 36 x 10-4 pa17rt 
:\ Po•l~L • = rovi./rv, 'J = 9. 7 l·.PL*/L • 6. 56 x 10-5 pa 1/rt from figure 5 
:'>. PTp/ PL* : 36 
~PTP /L = 2.4 x 10-3 ps1/ft at 1TP: 133,600 lb/ft2-hr 
By a similar method the following values can be 
obta 1ned. 
l.P~p ~L (psi/ft) 
,3 X 10-3 
1,29 X lQ-3 
8.55 X 10-4 
2.10 X 10-4 






plotted in figure 16. 
To find :'.PTP/L for the branch a treame the same 
procedure is used again. 
NReg: 2,22 x 106 
NReL = 2.68 x 105 ~ I D11 = • 000236 
fg • .0037 
f1 • .0042 
where GTP • 94,500 lb/ft2-hr (avera~e) 
L:. P* I 11P•1 = 9. 6 
,">P*t/L = 4.45 x 105 
1~-PTp/L: 0,001555 psi/ft 










also plotted in figure 16. 
The pressure drop in the tube bundle must now 
be considered. The cooling curves (enti:a.py change 
versus temperature) for both the feed tubeside flow 
and the shellside are drawn for each bundle C, D, and E. 
1, 
' :,. ', '• 
_. ~ .. , •'I, ' ~-.. -.. -... 
The o•erall beat transfer coetf1o1ent t1mee the 
eurrace ares (UA) 1s round for inter,ala or reed 
stream temperatures by the equation .\H : UA,\T1oi: mean• 
The tube lengths 1n each bundle are known. If U 
1s aeeumed constant over a single bundle 1t can be 
said that UA 1s proportional to tube length. A 
length of a tube segment can now be found for each 
feed stream temperature interval and a plot of tube 
length versus temperature can be plotted ( see fig. 17). 
Next differential pressure drops at particular feed 
stream temperatures are found. It must be remembered 
that the liquid-gas ratio is changing because of the 
heat transfer. A temperature is picked and the 
liquid fraction without slip is calculated. The 
differential frictimal. two phase pressure drop is 
calculated from Chenowitb-Martin as described earlier. 
Next using Hugh.mark's slip correlation the actual 
liauid fraction with slip can be found and the differen-
tial pressure drop due to fluid bead is found. The 
pressure change due to velocity change is also 
calculated. Ae one can see this is a momentus task 
and was greatly simplified by partially computerizing 
it {p• Results of an average case are tabulated 1n 
table 2. The differential pressure drops are averaged 
for each temperature interval and then looking at 
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1.nterYal. To calculate totnl t'r1ct1onal prcaouro 
drop 1n the tube bundlee oach tube len~tb 1a mult1-
pl1ed by the nverage d1tforont1al rr1ct1onal preeeure 
drop 1n that segment and totaled. To cnlculote 
total head preaeure drop tho vert1cnl he1ght per 
tube length must be round for each bundle. The 
product or this ratio t1mos tube length t1mee average 
differential herd pressure 1a totaled. The velocity 
head can be round from the velocity 1n minus the 
velocity out (aee page 12). All pressure drop 1n 
the heat exchange part of the bundles has now been 
accounted for. There is still the pressure drop 
in the tubes between the tubesheete and bundles 
and between the separate bundles. By examining 
figure 10 one can estimate these vertical and 
longitudinal tube lengths. It is assumed that no 
heat transfer occurs 1n these sections. The differential 
pressures are interpolated 1n these regions of known 
temperatures and multiplied by the corresponding 
lengths. It must be noted and taken into account 
that the entrance tubesheets are at two different 
levels;. four at each level. The total tube pressure 
drop is now known at a particular inlet flow rate. 
When the ring header is designed later a plot of 
tube pressure drop versus inlet flow will be needed 









S1nce pressure drop 1n the heat exchon~o tubo hDe 
Just been d1ecussed, 1t 1a appropriate thot tho ayntom 
le checked tor stability at this point. Preanuro dropn 
ovor a lnrgo range of flow rates are calculatod bv tho 
above method. Figure 19 is a plot of this. It cHn to 
seen thot an unstable region exists between 11.~ ond lF 
pa1. It is unstable 1n that two differc:nt flows mnv occur 
at the same pressure drop. The rest of the curve in 
continuous with an increasin~ alone anf shows no oth0r 
instub1liti·_i::. At leas than 15,000 lb/ft2-hr. tl'le pr0n~iure 
drop due to fluid heEic becomes l·\rger thnn tb:· frtrt:onel 
pres~ure rlrop an~ the pressure drop at no flow is 
eauivalent to havin7 the tutes filled with licu1d. 
The workin~ prE:ssure drop will be at mass flow rati:;e 
between 185,000 and 190,000 lb/ft2-hr. In this re~ion 
there will be no instabilities. Also liouid runback will 
not occur because the workin~ pressure is ~reater than 
when the tubes are filled with liauid, Apparently the 
type of two phase inst~bilities as presented on paae 18 
do not exist in this case. This is probatlv due to the 
hi~h pressure and the long tube len~ths (:17 feet). 
Tube pulsations will be next examined. An avera7e 
tube length is 517 feet with cross-sectional area of 
0,00083 rt2 the tube volume is therefore 0.43ft3. 
The average tube pressure drop is 26.8 psi or 
3859.2 lb/ft2 as was calculated on page 60. The 
50. 
•,11 .. ;·.:.,-·· ..::w .• 
•ffl'II• mat, dllt,y per t,ube 11121tu'1/110 • .a, ... 
12 1tu'1/11c will be tranaterred at the tube inlet 
and the tntil'e preaaure dro11, (6P • IQ2V22/2g0 ), 
will occur at tbe tube outlet. The rest ot tbe tube 
11 ad1abat1c and tr1ct1onless. Pluid properties 
at tbe 1nlet are constant. 
~l • 3.067 lb/tt3 
.~ 
0. 
i Q • 12 Btu' a/sec 
- -.. - .. -""· 
----- ~-·- .. -..... 
/:. P • 3859. 2 lb/ft2 
Tbe constant K must first be evaluated trom design 
cond 1 tions. 
Q2 = 30.1 lb/ft3 
gc • 32,2 ft/sec2 
V2 • 1.6875 ft/sec 
~P = 3s59.2 1bLft2 
K = 26Pgc/~2v22 = 2848.87 
At time (t) = o- assume no beat flow (Q = 0). 
(?2 = ~l ~ 3.067 
V2 : 2APgc/Q2K 
V2 = 5 •. 339 ft/sec 
V1: V2 
m1 = V1Q1A = :0.01349 lb/sec 
At time t: O (Q: 12 Btu's/sec) 
Q1V1 • QaVa 
Va : V2 . 
V1 • mi/G?1A 
m1/~a s V2A 
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table. A11uae Cp conatnnt and equal to o.69 Btu'e/lb0P 
and .t, conet.ant an<1 equal to 103 Btu'e/lb. See figure 






























































mi/. a = V2', 





















V2 = 5.339 ft/sec 
A= .00083 ft2 
mi/·.a • ,0014 
from figure 19 









































It takes (tube volume ~)a/m1) seconds for new density 
fluid to reach reetr1ctlon. Summarizing: 
?1 • 3.067 
V1 = 37,319 
m,= .095 
~ = 21.136 V: = 5.339 
ma= .095 
~) 2 = 3.067 V2 • 5.339 
m2 = ,0135 
At t =·vol. !?a/m1 • vol/V~ = 98 sec; ~2 =0a • 21.136' 
v2 = V2b.Pgc/:? 2K = 2.034 · 
m1/~a = V2A = .00169 
m1 = .048 
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At t • vol/V2A -, 98 • 352 eec I f"2 • (; 1 • 28.402, 
V2 : \ 2 .';Psc/v ,},.' • 1. 7544 
mi/~ a • . 001'•56 
m1 • • 044 
\a= 30.219 
The results ares 





647 .043 (den1gn) 
Figure 20 1e a plot or theoe values. The pulsations 
will damp out 1n at least 10 :dnute!: after otartup. 
Enough information 1s now known so that the 
exact flows 1n the branch streams may be found by 
a convergence techn1au~. Referrln~ to f1~ure 11 
and pressure drop eouat1ons presented 1n the text, 
one will get the following equations. 
equation number 1 
L":.P12 = 4.5381\}(l.8q22/~4 - .36 q1q2fD12D22) 6 Pl2 = • 064802 
where \ = 3. 077 lb/ft3 !?i : 12. 75 inches 
~ = 12. 75 inches Q2 = 10.736 ft3/sec Ql = 21.472 ft3/sec 
Because graphs are drawn as G(lb/hr-ft2) versus 
l PTP/L. {ps1/:ft) and equations are worked in terms of 
q(ft/sec) the following useful relations will be 
needed. 
~ • 12,493.42 QH 




wbere ff retera to rlng header B retera to branch pipe 
T rerere to tube 
trom r1~re 16 
qH • l0.76~ Off= 133,624 
t~ PTp/L • 0.00225 ps1/tt 
from f1~re 11 
L = 2. 02 ft 
·_'- P23 ~ {.\ Prp/L) (L) 
:. P23 - 0. 004545 
equation number 3 
hP3a • 4.5381.(l.8oa2/D~ - 0.368q3q8 /Dfi2Ds2) where , = 3.077 (lb/ft)) Df3 = 7.625 inches 
~ = 12.75 1nchee q3 = 10.763 (ft3/eec) 
qa = variable (ft3/eec) particular to 
each branch 
lP~a • .007436q8 2 - .005837q8 simlliarly 
\ P58 = .007436q8 2 - .000542qaq5 
s1m1liarly 
/\P7a • .007436q8 2 - .000542QaQ7 s1m1liarly 
/\ P9a • .007436q8 2 - .000542q8 q9 where q9 = variable (ft3/sec} 
from figure 16 
q4: q3 - QBl ~ = 1~,493.42 q4 
from :figure 11 
L = 6.28 ft 
6.P45 = (L\PTp/L)(L) 
s1m111arly 
Q6 • q15 - qB2 GH ~ 12i493.~2 q8 
L = 6. 2~ :ft 
6P67 • (6PTp/L) (L) 
similiarly 
q8: q7 - QB3 GH = 121493.42 qa L • 6.2~ :rt 
~Pa9 = (~PTp/L)(L) 
54i 
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equation number 6 
ll '34 • '4.5381\(1.3~42,~4 • • 611q:,2/n,4 -
• 72q3q.JO, D4 ) 
where · • 3. of 7 
D4 • °' • 12. 75 
~P34: .0007185q42 - .0003382q32 - .000384q:,q• 
a1m111arly 
6P56: .0007186q62 - .0003382q52 - .000384q6Q5 
a1m111arly 
AP78 = .00011a6q82 - .00033a2q72 - .ooo:,84q7q8 
from figure 16 
OBl = 34,929.449 QB1 from f 1gure 11 
L1: 3.9322 feet 
hPabl (friction) :a (I.Prp/L) (L) 
a1m111arly 
Oa2 • 34,929.449QB2 
L2 = 1. 4322 feet 
''-Pab2 (friction) • (.·.Prp/L)(L) 
sim111arly 
CJ.a3 • 34,929.449qB3 
L3 = 3.9322 feet 
t,Pab3 (friction) • (t.PTP/L)(L) 
s1mil1arly 
~4 = 34,929.449qB4 L4 s 1. 4322 feet 
l\Pab4 (friction)= (tPTp/L)(L) 
In the branch streams which are vertical the gas 
velocity is greater than the liquid velocity. This 
1s known as slip. Hence the density of fluid in 
these branches is greater than the density at the 
inlet. 
9 TP(slip) • RL~L + RGQ~ 
. • 0.11(30.67 + .89(2.827) 
= 5.89 lb/ft 
where RL = volume fraction of liquid Ro= volume fraction of gas 
from page 8 
b.Pabl (head) = QTP(slip)Lai./144 APabl (head).= 0;160837 psi 




·- = r - .L ·1 
,. 
., 
• • -~ 1 
.. 
' ·-~ 1la111arly 
6 Pab2(b•1d )• \'rp( 111p)~/144 
= o. 058581 pif 
wher8 Ln2 • Lu4 • 1.4322 feet i\Pab3 ( hood) ···o.160837 pe1 /, Pab4 (head) = o.05B5Al pa1 
equation number 4 
~pbcl = 3.628J .{(K. - 1)QB12/0p4 • Qe12/DrsR4) where Qp • flow in bronrih (r£3/aec) variable De a 1ne1t!o d1ometor or branch (inches) 
• 7.625 1r.ch,•8 DrsH = 1ne 1~10 rl 1 nmeter or tube sheet header (1nchee) 
= ~7.25 1nchee NRi' = 3.7 x 10 ae cnlculnted eail1er ua ng g.r1phe 1n l>!cCa te an o Sm1 th · 0a /I>r~H2 = 0.1954 K8 : 0.65 (th1a vnlue will not appreciably 
chan~e for the branch etreame and 
will be cons1~cr• d constant) 
1\Jhocl = -.00103 qp1 
a1m111arly 
.\ Pbc2 = -.00103qp22 
~Pbc3: -.00103q832 APbc4 • -.00103qB42 
equation number 5 
A Ped = '3.6283d (Kc + l)qT2/Brr4 - QB12/0fsH4 ) where qT • flow througn a single tube {ft/sec) 
= 8qs/NT NT• total number of tubes= 1525 Dr• inside di~~eter of tube= 0.39 inches from McCaoe ang Smitb(4 (NT/8)r>it,2/DTSH = 0.09744 
NRe = 106' Kc= o.4 (this value will be assumed constant in the branches) 
6. Peal : O.Ol8466qB12 
t..Pcd2 : O.Ol8466qB22 
~Pcd3 • O.Ol8466qB32 
~Pcd4 = o.018466qB42 
from figure 18 
G,r: 70,042.616qB 
.6.tdel = 6.Pae (upper tubesbeet) 
APde2 = 6.Pae Clower tubeaheetl 6.Pde3 = 6. Pae (upper tubesheet b.P484 • .6 Pae ( lower tube sheet 
56. 
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' l' :.: ,' ·:, .f.: • 
equation number• 
6.Per = 3.6283~·((re - l)qT2/o,.4. qp2/DrsH"> 
Thia 1a at the exit end or tho exchon~er. The 
tluid is all liquid. Becauoo of the rnndomnoaa or 
tubes 1n the bundle each ex1t tuteeh1-•et w111 be at tbe 
aame pressure and carry the Aame flow. 
qp = flow 1n ,ach outl~t p1pe 
: 1. 07 6 ft / 8 e C 
? • 30. 7 lb/ft3 Dr= 0.39 1ncr.ee 
DTSH = 31.5 inches 
qT : 2qn/NT 
NT = 15~5 
N = 105 (;,/2)(Dr2/DrsH2) = .117 ., Ke= .79 from McCabe and Sm1tb 41 
l\P8 f : -0.002013 pB1 
equation number 5 
~Pfg = 3.6283~( (Kc ... l~Dn 4 - 1/Dirsn4)qp2 
wnere qp = 1.076 rt3 eeE 
~
1 = 30. 7 lb/ft 
~SH= 31.5 inches 
NRe: 9 x 105 
Do = 5,761 1ncb~e from McCabe and Sm1th 14J 
~2/DrsH2 : 0. 0334 
KQ • 0.45 
t:. l'fg : 0 .169632 psi 
equation number 2 
i11ah + ij) = 174fq2L~/Dn5 
ihere L = 14.1145 feet 
NR ~ x 105 
from Perry's Q:J 
E/D - .00031 
t 2-= .0039 
APgh + ij : 0.053648 psi 
equation number 10 





.• ~ , ! ~.·~ equation number 11 
i' <lPJt • 4,5361 '' (2(2~i2/0tli - ,liqp2/Dp It -• .. 
.82q 2/Dp2 ) 
• vbere ~. ~ • 5, 61 1nchee AP Jk : O. 9283 
Equal flows 1n each brunch o tronm w 111 first ) i 
I be assumed ( Qp • 2. 684). The pressure ~rop eouat1one 
a - a 1-1 are solved and the results are presented 1n tabular 
form. 
TRIAL 1 
Branch number 1 2 3 4 
qH 10.736 8.052 5.368 2.684 QB 2.684 2.684 2.684 2.684 
~ 2.02 6.28 6.28 6.28 3.9322 1. 4322 3.9322 1. 4322 Gtt 134,130 100,597 67,065 33,532 
GB 93,750 93,750 93,750 93,750 
GT 187,994 187,994 187,994 187,994 ., 
/\ P12 .064802 .064802 .064802 .064802 
6.f3a .037901 




t.P45 .008541 .008541 .008541 
6 P67 .005150 .005150 6 Pa9 ---- .001790 
6P34 ---- -.025587 -.025587 -.025587 
~P56 ---- -.017818 -.017818 
: L\P78 -.010101 I 6Pab (friction) .006056 .002206 .006056 .002206 ' (bead) .160837 .058581 .160837 .058581 
l Pbc -.00742 -.00742 -.00742 -.00742 ! 
.133026 .133026 .133026 .133026 j 6Pcd 
Apde 26.420 26.942 26.420 26.942 
6.Pef "!'.002013 -.002013 -.002013 -.002013 
6.Pf .169630 .169630 .169630 .169630 
b. Pg~ + 1j .053648 .053648 .053648 .053648 
t-. Phi .175722 .175722 .175722 .175722 
~Pjk .992831 • 992831 .992831 .992831 






7 ~ '~ ' .l 
'.'' l 
AP: lq2 
- l6p • 2!J<a( .. 
~qB • "!\P9 qf Jvera~fp2hJ»e aJerage) 
. 
-
APaverage = ,\ ~l • -' Pa2, .'\ B3 , !\P94)/4 • 28."022 
~ ,qa vera~e = 2 • 68 
JqB • qe Jvera~e - qB 
. ~ - . 
- ~ ,.,.Pa - ... A averag:e - .. Pa 
TRIAL 2 . 
Branch number 1 2 
.~145 
4 
, 6PB .19Z7 -.2101 -.1970 
l q .00913 -.00995 .01016 -.00933 
qB 2.6931~ 2.67405 2.69416 2.67404 
qH 10.736 8.04287 5.34871 2.67405 
LH 2.02 6.28 6.28 6.28 
~ 3.9322 1.4322 3.9322 1. 4322 134,130 100,483 66,824 33,408 
~ 94,070 93,403 94,106 93,403 188,634 187,297 188,706 187,297 T 
L\P13 .069347 .069347 .069347 .069347 




~P9a ------ .049296 
i 
.008509 .008509 .008509 l ~ P45 
I' /\P67 .005118 .005118 
~P89 .001790 
6 P34 -.025655 -.025655 -.025655 
-~P56 -.017838 -.017838 
~P78 -.010029 
~Pab ~friction) .006095 .002191 .006095 .002191 
head) .160837 .058581 .160837 .058581 
6Pbc -.007471 -.007365 -.007476 -.007365 
6Pcd .133933 .132042 .134035 .132041 
lPde 2
~:~S§8 
26.827 26.535 26.827 
~Pek 1.3898 1.3828 1.3828 
I ' 




,+ I ~ P : 28.39888 
'j,; ,, l oq;v!r!!fa(2.684/2(28.39888)) : olPa( .0419735) 
··I· I 
i f!f . :; I 1 · 'l 
., ,. :\'•. I 
,,.l.·'. 
n:1· I .. I : ~ I ' I • 
'Ir· 1 ·, 
, ,'.I,·,,!' 
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6. Pa verage • 28. 39888 

















































































These are flow results accurate to four decimal places. 
Pressure drops are accurate to two decimal places. 
• 
·' 







" low tbat flow r1t11 tor tbe braob etr•• tro• 
tb• r1Dg beader blve been 11tabl11b1d and tbe 1y1tea 
baa been checked tor 1natab111t1ea, tbe loaa or 
exchanger duty must be calculated. The exchanger will 
be divided into three concentric se~ments each w1tb 
an equal number or tubes. tt w1ll be assumed that 
the liquid phase enters separate tures uniformly 
distributed in the innermost segment and gas phase only 
enters all other tubes. Variations in tubesbeet 
pressures and tuce lengths will cause sixteen 
discrete flows throuc:,:h the exchanger which will be 
calculater.. After f1ndin~ the number of plu~ged 
tubes ann where they exist one may calculate the 
number of tubes carry1n~ each discrete flow. Assum1nc:c -
a constant overall U, a UA for each of the sixteen 
flows may be found. It will be assumed that the 
shellside flow is uniformly distributed. Cooling 
curves for ea ch a iecrete flow will be drawn ma inta i.n ing 
a fixed UA and the enthalpy change of each flow will 
be found. The loss of duty for each flow aue to 
variations in tube inside diameter will be calculated 
and the actual exchanger duty can be found by adding 
the sixteen enthalpy changes. 
The number of plugged tubes in each segment 
will be found. Since the feed stream tubes are 
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tie. aitam 11\lll'blr of tubtl p1Ugt4 1D tbl tbr•• 
bm14111 w111 bl loat to a 11 tbrH bundles. The 
nuaber of plugge4 tube• are reported tor each tube 
layer, tberetore tbe nuaber or layers per segment 
tor each bundle 11Uat tiret be round. 
o amdle inside diameter • 120. 75 inchea 
outside diameter• 14 •• 5 inches 
etteotiTe tube length• 44.35 teet total aurtaoe area• 8850 teet squared 
Becauae tbe C Bundle is wound on top or another 
·bundle and not on the mandrel it bas no plugged tubes • 
D Imldle inside diameter• 30 inches 
outside diameter. 143.54 inches 
ettect1ve tube lengtb • 107.1 feet 
total number ot layers• 86 total surface area• 21,370 rt2 
outside diameter of inside serent. ((O.D.2 - I.D.2)/3 + I.D.2) : 86.4 inches layers 1n inside segment • 86(86.4 - 30)/(143.54 ·- 30) 
= 43 
There are 12 plugged tubes in the firs~ 
segment and none 1n the other twe. ll5' 
E Bundle inside diameter= 30 inches 
outside diameter= 143.54 inches 
effective tube length• 134.5 feet 
tube layers • 62 total surface area= 26,870 ft2 outside d 1.ameter of insider (blo. 1) segment = ((o.n.2 - r.n.2)/3 + I.n.2)t = 66.6 inches layers in segment t • 62(66.6 - 30)/(143.54 - 30) 
s 29 There are 18 plugg~d tubes 1n the firs~ 
segment and none in the other two. ~ 
From an a.n~lysis of the three bund~es, the 














Ulat •1~hteen tubes v111 be loet 1n each bundle. 
To be con1or,at1,e 1t v111 be a1aumed that all the 
plugged tuboe are 1n the r1ret segment or each b\D'ldle. 











The errect or plugg1ng the eighteen tubee will 
cauae the Grate to increase 1n the other tubes by 
18/1525: 1.18%. By checkin~ f~ure 18 thie increase 
in flow rate ~111 increase the total bundle preeeure 
drop by 0.355 pe1. Thie em.all 1ncreaae in bundle 
pressure drop v111 not appreciably effect the flow 
dietr1but1on that hae already been calculated 1n the 
r1ns header. 
An average tube length in each of the three 
concentric segments muet now be round. Since tubes 
are wrapped around the mandrel 1n each bundle, the 
tubes lose their identity in the circumferential dir-
ection. Also since tubes or one bUndle are randomly 
connected to tubes of another bundle 1n the same 
segment, one may assume that all tubes at a particular 
radius are the same length. The tube lengths in any 
particular bundle are all equal. It is between the 
bundle that t~e lengths differ and a det1n1te trend allows 
one to predict an average tube length 1n concentric 
t~f§3. 
I I 
. ' ! ~ 
I·• 
'It aotual oblenanot of tbt bUlldlt vlDdSDI 
operations it vaa noticed tblt all tube• of a p1rt1cular 
radial distance maintain tbelr 1dent1tJ 1n corre1t10Ddln! 
radial distances throughout the ent1re c1rcu1t. In 
other words tubes on the outside periphery tend to 
stay on the outside while tubes on th~ 1na1de tend 
to follow nearest the mandrel the entire distance. 
This might be better illustrated bv look1~a at r1~re 
10. Sections A, B, C, D, and E are drawn 1n r1~re 10. 
An explanation of the dia~roms o! each section as will 
be used in this analysis 1s presented on pages 27 - 30. 
DIA'JR.~M QI SECT! a{ A 
,. ~ t'. t, '••• \• I • 
The above diagram illustrates the relative distance 
tubes from a particular position must extend to be 
connected to the tubesheet. The fact that tubEs 
nearest the mandrel ar.e conhecte:j to the top of the 
circular tubeeheet has been taken into account. 
Divide the above dia~ram into three concentric equal .... . 
areas. Find the average excess tube length in ·each 
64. 
r. 












oono111tr10 1epmt bJ a •tbllllt1oal naat1cm of pantoalU 
exce11 tube lengtba time• tbe traction ot total tube• 1D 
the 1egment that are aaaoclated vitb the particular em••• 
length. It 1s then dea1red to ba.,e the 1econd concatr1c 
segment have the design excess tube length vh1ch will 
have zero var1a tion or tube lengths. Concentric 1egment1 
one and three are adjusted to show variations or tube 
length from the design case. The resultant diagram will 
be called the ture length var1at1one or concentric 
segment or section A. 
TUBE LENGTH VARIATIONS OF C~C~TRIC sm?llllTS OF SD:TlON A -
-
- -
Sections Band Care directly transformable into the 
diagrams below. 
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In section D the tubes are drawn rrom the top or 
Bundle C into e1~ht t1~htly packed columns. Tube 
length variation in this case 1a very el1~ht. Proceeding 
by the same method as for section A the following d1a~rema 
result. 
DIAGRAM OF SECTION D 
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TOBI LENGTH VARIATIC!1S OF CONCENTRIC SE3M!WTS OF SECTI~ E 
- - - -
The tube length varlatlons for each segment are directly 
additive for each of the five sections. 
FINAL RESULT OF THE TUBE LENGTH VARIATIONS OF 
;;...=~ ---- - -
-
CONCENTRIC SEGMENTS FOR SECTIONS h ~ ~ 12i. AND E 
. · 
. :.,~···,; .. \ . :, .~{· ·/.··::' ,• ,, )i" :-,.'.·::,· .. _ , 
It 1111 .. 11• t.lllt '111 tabl lmpbi SA •tP•t 1 
alU'l•t tba 111114Nl an tbrN feet 1111 tb&n c111t.p 
u4 tb• tube• 1n aepent 3 turtberaalt tro• tb• uuclrel 
are roughly tb.r•• teet oTer de11gn. Tb1• w111 lea4 
to aalc11atr1but1on probleaa. 
Pr111ure drop yereue tlov rate tor eacb aegment 
auet be plotted. It baa been stated that 1n certa1n 
tubea ot segment 1 all 11qu1d enters vh1le gaa pbaae 
90ters all other tubes. Pressure drops vere calculated 
tor var1oue 11qu1d tlovs 1n segment 1, also ror 
yarious gas rates 1n segments 1, 2, and 3. Results 
are presented 1n table 3 and plotted 1n r1gure 21. 
Given a pressure drop and segment number one can now 
find a gas or liquid flow rate. Pressure drops 
caused by variations or tubesheet pressures were 
calculated on page 60. It must be remembered that 
the plugging of eighteen tubes bas 1.ncreased these 
pressure drops by 0.355 psi. With these pressure 
drops and reterring to figure 21 the following sixteen 
discrete flow rates may be tabUlateds 
TUbe sheet number 1 2 Pressure drop 1n 
bUndle (with 
· plugged tubes) 26.967 27.080 Flow rate G(lb/hr.ft2) f'rom figure 21 liquid 1n seg.l 256,500 237,000 gas in seg. 1 186,900 186,400 gas in seg. 2 187,600 187,200 
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tube• will be t1llecl with liquid, It tbe liquid flow 
_:, t 
rat• Gt1• h1gb 1111 tube, will be tilled. Tberetore, 
! : 
i I 
' t'·. ,· 
I 
1 f' 
th• ar1& that 18 to be allotted to each tlow 18 actually 
·:/ t 
' ' 
depen4111t upon the tlow rate • OTP 1e constant. 




Ruaber ot tubes carrying 11qu1d = M lb6'hr, ot l»J~4 
"I \ 
(<JLlbf .- tt2)( tube) 
Where M • 5143 lb/hr. ot liquid 
TUbe 8beet 
nuaber 1 2 3 Total 
Number ot 
tubes 381 •. 25 381.25 381.25 381.25 1,525 
liquid 1n 24.12 28.05 aeg. 1 24.17 28.16 
gas 1n - 94.42 98,46 94.53 1eg. 1 98.41 
eeg. 2 127 .08 127,08 127.08 127,08 
aeg. 3 127.08 127,08 127.08 127,08 
Flow (lb/hr) M 
liquid 1n 4,952.81 5,333.98 seg, 1 4,953.42 5,332.39 20,572.59 
gas 1n - 15,206.08 14,550,55 15,221.95 14,579,22 59,558.00 eeg. 1 
aeg, 2 19,709.50 19,667 ,48 19,720.00 19,677.98 78,775,96 
seg, 3 19,756.78 19,704.25 19,767,29 19,720,01 78,949,33 
54,672,36 53,922,28 54,709,24 53,977,22 237,853, 
If greater accuracy is desired use the new values 
tQr M ·1b/br, and go back and recalculate the number or 
I 
tubes carrying each flow, Repeat this until the values : 1· :. 
f . 
no longer change. 
69 • 
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!111 UA tor •oh 41 ecr,te tlov oan be tound noting 
tb&t UA 11 proportional to the number or tubes and that 
tbe total UA after taking into account the loae or tube1 
due to pluBg1ng 1e 3,963,051 Btu'e. The rlow rate 1n 
fir.OF 
molee or read per hour 1a e1mply round by d1v1d1ng the 
tlow in (lb/hr.) by the molecular weight of the tlow 
(MV gae • 21.7169; MW 11qu1d • 43.5786). 
Tube sheet number 1 2 
' 
Total 
UA t Btu' eLhr. °F} 
l1qu1d eeg. 1 63,560 74,053 63,492 73,764 274,869 
gas seg. 1 258,802 248,309 258,870 248,598 1,014,579 
gas seg. 2 334,201 334,201 334,201 334,201 1,336,805 
gae seg. 3 334,201 334,201 334,201 334,201 1,336,805 
Total 990,764 990,764 990,764 990,764 3,963,058 
Flow tmolesLhrf} 
l1qu1d seg. 113.679 122.377 113.665 122.413 472.134 
gas seg. 1 700.196 670.011 700.926 671.331 2,742.464 
gas sag. 2 907.565 905.630 908.049 906.114 3,627.358 
gas seg. 3 909.742 907.323 910.226 908.049 3,635,340 
10,478 
To be accurate one would construct cooling curves for 
each of the sixteen flows, f1x the inlet conditions and 
UA, and calculate the duty of each. This could probably 
be worked out on the computer. By graphical methods the 
accuracy decreases and several flows may be combined 
without appreciable error. The gas flows in segments 
1, 2, and 3 differ only by 0.9% and may be combined; 
also liquid 1n tube sheet 1 and 3, and liquid in tube 
' 1, 
fl ...... 
.' l ~.: .- I j .' '--:, • , r • 









ahett 2 and 4, Only tbrH cooling curve• w1ll now b&Te 
to be drawn. 
Flow Flow UA 
No. Deacr1pt1on (Molea/hr,) (Btu' e/M°P') 
-
1. L1(u1d, eegmen t l 
tube eheot land 3) 227.344 127.052 
2. L1?u1d, ae~mont l 
tube sheet 2 and 4) 244.810 147.817 
3. Gae, ee~mentn 1, 2, 3 (tube ah~ets 1, 2, 3, 4) 10,005.861 3,688.182 
Total 10,478.015 3,963.058 
The duty (Btu'e/hr.) was determ1~ed from enthalpy 
data (Btu' a/mole) t 1mes the flow rate ( mo lee /hr. ) Table 4 
lists the tempera turo or: tha lpy data that hn s been calcu-
lated for each of the three flow rates that arc des-
cribed above. Shells1de flow has been divided propor-
tional to the surface area of each of the three tabeside 
flows and enthalpy data listed in table 5. The cooling 
curves were plotted in figures 22, 23, and 24. The UA 
of each was found by dividing the cooling curves into 
incremental segments and calculating UA 
,--, 
= > ,\H/ ~T log mean. 
..,,,.. __ _, 
Where s ~ T log mean • D. T high - .6.. T low 
log t_ T high 
_">.T low 
The calculated value of UA was compared to the actual 
UA as listed on page 71. If the UA was lower the cooling 
stream was shifted to the left, if the calculate UA was 
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j ntw UA waa calculatod. Th• cur,e vae 1h1rted unt11 
tbe calculated. UA equaled tho actual UA and the :. H 
obeerved. Tho f1nal cool1np, cur,eo v1th the actual 
UA are d.ravn on r1~uree 22, 23, and 2~. The re1ult1 











Tbe design duty wae 66,110,000 Btu'a per hour eo one 
oan aee that already 2.45t of the duty has been loet 
and the loss due to var1at1on 1n tube 1ne1de diameter 
baa not yet been considered. 
J 
To calculate the lose of duty caused by variations 
in tube inside diameter, the maximum and minimum flow 
rates must first be fotmd. The following figures were 
obtained from the tube vendorss 
Average tube I.D. = 
Maximum tube I.D. • 




The effect of tube I.D. on the liquid flows may be 
found with the use of equation 112, 6.P • 174 riS2£ L. 
Since pressure drop, density, and length are not a tunc-
t1on ot tube I.D., the following relationship can be 
developeds 
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tr1ot1on tactor ratio will be round atlth1R rlov rate • 
NRe • OD/•, let ';' = o.22'4 lb/hr.rt2 
IRe (max dia) • 3.730 x 104 
NRe (ave d1a) • 3.627 x 104 
Bfte (m1n d1a) = 3.525 x 104 
r • .0014 · .125/NRe'32 (for turbulent region) 0 
t !max d1a) • .003450 
t ave d1a) • .003474 
t min d1a) • .003490 
M max.• g max• 1.076 
M ave q ave 
M min = g min • 0.929 
M ave q ave 
Flow No. 1 M ave. 227.34 mole/hr. from page 67 
M max - 244.62 
M m1n = 211.20 
Flow No. 2 M ave. 249.80 moles/hr. from page 67 
M max - 263.40 
M m1n: 237.42 
The cool1ng curves for the h1gh and low flow rates are 
plotted on figures 22 and 23 keeping UA f1xed at the de-
sign case. Because of the nature of the curves there 1s 
a pinch at the cold end. Thus, when the high and low 
flow duties are averaged, the loss of duty is so small 
that it cannot be determined graphically. It can, there-
fore, be said that variations in tube I.D. causes negli-
gible loss of duty ~n the liquid flows (no. 1 and 2). 
The effect of tube I.D. variations on the gas 
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ll&Xilllll and m1n1au1 mald1atr1but1on or tlov muet be 
found. Aaeume at O • 185,000 lb/hr." rt2 the pressure 
drop throup,h tubae or max1mum and m1n1mum d1ameter are 
equal. Calculate the maximum and m1n1mum rlowe under 
th1a aeeumpt1on 
G • 185,000 lb/hr.- rt2 
Tube I. D. X-Sect.!rea M (rt) ( rt ) (lb/hr. - tube) 
.033417 .0008770 162.2524 
.032500 .0008296 153.4705 
.031583 .0007834 144.9327 
Next 'the assumption of equal pressure drops are checked 
as on pages44 and 45 and the flows corrected for equal 
~P. 










l t:..P/2~ave = l M/Mave 
where APave • 2o.3333ps1 
Mave • 153.4705 
c'L'\P • ,\p - /\Pave 
c M • M - Mave 
·c.) M = c 6.PMe.ve/2~aye 
·0M(max I. D.): -1.41329 
0M(m1n I. D.) = 0.5306 
Tube I. D. 
(ft~ 










The cooling curve for these maximum and minimum flows 
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wt.tb tl.S m. !bl• 11 tbl .... •• blflDS two eqaa1 
ar• exobangera, on• v1tb all ,all d1aaeter tube• 
and on• vl tb all large dlaaeter tube,, Tbe duty ot 
IAOb 11 calculated and the tvo are a,eraged, Tbe 
reeult 11 the duty cona1der1ng mald1atr1but1on, 



















Since the design UA: 3,688,000 ror th1e gee flow, 
the duty 1s found by extrapolation and tabulated 
below for each flow rate. It should be noted that 
when extrapolating linearity 1e assumed which ie not 
the case here. For better accurscy more trials should 
be made perferably on the computer. 
Flow fi 
-xli(average) = 61,642,653 Btu'e/hr 
~.H(max. d1a.) • 63,006,575 
,'.\H(m1n. dia.) • 59\936,000 t H(mald1str1but1onJ = (D.Hmax. d1a. - ~H111n di& ) (Mmax)/(Mm1n + Mmax) +tHmin. d1a • 01,;3210~9 Lose of duty • lHdeeig'!l - 6Hmal • 1io, ooo Btu a/hr % loss of duty• 0.178~ 
This value tor loss of duty is conservative. For n-1 Q 
a tl'll8r value the aqua t ion I) I. 2K/N Son - 121ll/ (N - l)) 2 
should b~ used. However, in this case i is the 
number of tubes and would be equal to 1A03. Since 
the loss ot duty (0.178%) is so small it would be 
useless to be yery accurate. 
75, 
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!be actual dut1ea tor each ot the three nova con-
11der1.ng all types or mald1etr1but1on that could exist 
in tbe exchanger have now been calculated. The results 
are el1ghtly conservative. 
Flow #1 (liquid 1n segment 1, 
tubesheet 1 and 3) 
Flow #2 (11ou1d 1n segment 1, 
tubesheet 2 and 4) 
Flow #3 (gas 1n se~ment 1\ 2, 
~. turesheet 1, 2, 3, 41 
!otal exchanger duty (ACTUAL) 
Total exchan~er duty (D~SIGN) 
Losa of exchanger duty 
% loss of exchanger duty 








The results of maldistribution from the different 
causes may be broken down as followss 
Cause of Maldistribut1on 
Liquid-vapor separation Variation in tubesheet pressures 
Variation in tube I.D. 









It can be seen that phase separation is by far the most 
I critical condition and great care should be taken to 
keep a dispersed or homogeneous fluid in the tubesheet 
header. With the ring head.er design that bas been assumed 
the loss of duty due to mald1str1but1on of flow caused 
by the llll,symmetric ring header is negligible. To get 
. ...... 
an exact answer the use of a computer would be required. 
76. 
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var1&t1on1 1n tube I, D, cau••• a 1ltgbt 1011 of duty 1n 
tbe tubes carrying gae phaee. For th1e particular example 
var1atione in tube length& producee no v1eable effects. 
Again a computer would be needed to arrive at a duty 1011, 
or course, plu~ged tubeo cnuee appreciable loae or duty 
due to loee of surface area. 
The r1ng header dee1a;n that vae chosen appears to 
be adequate. If 1t 1e desired to reduce the r1ng header 
diameters to cut coats, the procedure would have to be 
repe~ted and lose or duty recalculated. Coat due to lose 
of product1on, increased prearure drop, and r1nF header 
should be minimized. If a new header design 1a assumed 
several shortcuts can be made. The lose of duty caused 
by liauid-vapor separation, variation 1n tube I.D., 
variations in tube length, and plu~ged tubes vill remain 
relatively constant. It does appear, however, that the 
cost of increased pressure drop of a new design will 
dominate the total cost rather than the cost due to lose 
of duty and perhaps loss of duty need not be recalculated • 
ii 
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Correlation f'or Hughmark' s Flow Parameter Z 
Coordinate Pbinta lbr 
ng. f ll 
1-0 
~, z 
1.3 0.185 ED 1.5 0.225 M 
• 
. I 2.0 0.325 
" IC 3.0 0.119 ~ 
Ji.o o.6Q5 ~!""""....111 ' ' ,, 1-1 




0-1 20.0 0.83 













C H'!N OW ITH - MARTIN 
'NO PHASE PRESSURE OROP CORRELATION 
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Temperature Versus Tube Length 
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FIGURE #18 
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Pressure Drop versus Flov Rate in Bund1e 
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- Minimum Tube I .D. Fl.ow 
Average Plov 
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FIGURE #23 
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COOLING CURVE SUMMARY 
Temperature lnthalpJ,Btu Delta B 
52.0000 0.563801 06 o.o 
38.0000 0.52941E 06 0.34:5951 05 
25.0000 0.49796E 06 o.658411 05 
11.0000 0.46338E 06 0.10043! 06 
-2.0000 0.43126E 06 0.13254! 06 
-16.0000 0.39727E 06 0.166541 06 
-29.0000 0.36431E 06 0.19950E 06 
-43.0000 0.32809E 06 0.23571E 06 
-57.0000 0.29115E 06 0.27265E 06 
-70.0000 0.25376E 06 0.31005E 06 
-84.0000 0.20877E 06 0.35503E 06 
-97.0000 0.15907E 06 0.40473E 06 
-111.0000 0.10342E 06 0.46038E 06 
-125.0000 0.78802E 05 0.48500E 06 
-138.0000 0.55420E 05 0.50838E 06 
-152.0000 o,298eoE 05 0.53392E 06 
-165.0000 o.6o681E o4 0.55774E 06 
-178.0000 -0.17605E 05 0.58141E 06 
-192,0000 -0,42635E 05 0,60644E 06 
-206.0000 -0.66733E 05 0.63054E 06 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
LIQUID PHASE 
V1scositT/' Conductivity Density Specific Heat 
lb/ft hr Btu/hr ft Deg F lb/ft 3 Btu/lb Deg F 
0,22395E 00 0.52106E-01 0.30672E 02 0.59457E 00 
0.223091 00 0.53045E-01 0.30471E 02 0.58618E 00 
0.22355E 00 0.54023E-01 0,30345E 02 0.57936E 00 
0.22262E 00 0.55034E-01 0.30138E 02 0.57390E 00 
0.22105E 00 0,55973E-01 0.29904E 02 0.57042E 00 
0.21956E 00 0.57053E-01 0.29654E 02 0.57015E 00 
0.21557E 00 0.57937E-01 0.29281E 02 0.57430E 00 
0.20970E 00 0,58827E-01 0.28784E 02 0.58414E 00 
o.20306E 00 o.59711E-01 0.28224E 02 o.60135E 00 
o.19410E 00 o.60354E-01 0.27527E 02 o.62622E 00 
0.18233E 00 o.60891E-01 o.26612E 02 o.66371E 00 
o.16982E 00 o.61228E-01 o.25615E 02 0.71118E 00 
0.16434E 00 0.62398E-01 0.25012E 02 0.76251E 00 
o.18688E 00 o.66751E-Ol 0.26034E 02 0.78560E 00 
0,209321 00 0.70827E-01 0.26904E 02 0.79921E 00 
o.23537E 00 0.75282E-01 0.27776E 02 o.80771E 00 
0.26155E 00 0.79500E-01 0.28535E 02 0.80559E 00 
0.28992E 00 o.83814E-01 o.29256E 02 0.79775E 00 
0.32323E 00 o.88581E-01 o.29994E 02 0.77501E 00 
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V1ecoa1ty Conduot1T1tJ Den11tf 
Btu/hr rt DegF lb/tt ., 
8pt01t1o B•t 














o.17582E-Ol o.2a210E 01 
0,17384E-01 0.28305E 01 
0.17203E-Ol 0,28435E 01 
0.17027E-01 0,28592E 01 
0.16873E-01 0,28835E 01 
0.16711E-01 0.29298E 01 
0.16582E-01 0.29762E 01 
0.16458E-01 0.30472E 01 
0.16347E-Ol 0.31529E 01 
0.16275E-01 0.32790E 01 
0.16239E-Ol 0,34764E 01 













o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 







o.o o.o o.o 
0,0 o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
Pseudo Latent Heat 
Btu/lb Btu/mole 
0.11171E 03 0.45418E 04 
o.11334E 03 o.424o4E o4 
0.11421E 03 0.39671E 04 
0.11471E 03 0.36361E 04 
0.11454E 03 0.33306E 04 
0.11316E 03 0.30026E 04 
0.11141E 03 0.27026E 04 
0.10816E 03 0.23754E 04 
0,10486E 03 0.21059E 04 
o.10128E 03 o.1a924E o4 
0.98921E 02 0.17351E 04 











0,2556E 01 0.9398E 00 
0.2465E 01 0.9488E 00 
0.2397E 01 0.9605E 00 
0.2322E 01 0.9746E 00 
0.2253E 01 0.9905E 00 
0.2194E 01 0.1015E 01 
0.2137E 01 0.1039E 01 
0.2082E 01 0,1074E 01 
0,2045E 01 0,1123E 01 
0,2014E 01 0.1184E 01 
0.1987E 01 0,1286E 01 
0.1973E 01 0.1447E 01 
0.2008E 01 O.O 
0.2199E 01 O.O 
0.2362E 01 O.O 
0.2525E01 O.O 
0.2650E 01 O.O 
0.2759E 01 O.O 
0.2828E 01 o.o 
o.2837E 01 o.o 
) 
'it I 
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UBL! - 2, cont1nu1d 
COMPUTER OUTPUT 
--- ·---:-. --:-·. 










Reynolds No. L1qu1d Volume Fraction l"r1ct1on Head 
Vapor L1qu1d No 811p S11p lb/ft2/ft lb/ft2/vert 
52.00 o.23E 06 o.27E 05 o.865£-02 o.114E oo 
,a.oo 0.23E 06 0.27E 05 0.156E-01 0.135E 00 
25.00 0.23E 06 0.27E 05 o.226E-Ol o.151E 00 
11.00 0.23E 06 0.27E 05 0.316E-01 O.lf8E 00 
-2.00 0.24E 06 0,28E 05 o.414E-01 o.183E 00 
-16.00 0.24E 06 0.28E 05 0.535E-01 0.201E 00 
-29,00 0.24E 06 0.28E 05 0.685E-01 0,220E 00 
-43.00 0.25E 06 0,29E 05 0.901E-01 0.245E 00 
-57.00 0.25E 06 0.30E 05 0.120£ 00 0.277E 00 
-70,00 0.25E 06 0.31E 05 0.165E CO 0,320E 00 
-84.00 0.26E 06 0,34E 05 0.255E 00 0.402E 00 
-97.00 0.26E 06 0.36E 05 0.456E 00 0.573E 00 
-111.00 O.O 0.37E 05 O.lOOE 01 O.lOOE 01 
-125.00 O.O 0.33E 05 O.lOOE 01 O.lOOE 01 
-138.00 O.O 0.29E 05 O.lOOE 01 O.lOOE 01 
-152.00 O.O 0.26E 05 O.lOOE 01 O.lOOE 01 
-165.00 O.O 0.23E 05 O.lOOE 01 O.lOOE 01 
-178.00 O.O 0.21E 05 O.lOOE 01 O.lOOE 01 
-192.00 O.O 0.19E 05 O.lOOE 01 O.lOOE 01 
-206.00 O.O 0.17E 05 O.lOOE 01 O,lOOE 01 
lOH. 
0.231E 02 0.600E 01 
0.229E 02 0.656E 01 
0.219E 02 0.700E 01 
0.202E 02 0.744E 01 
0.173E 02 0.784E 01 
o.144E 02 o.829E 01 
0.118E 02 0.875E 01 
0.915E 01 0.935E 01 
0.749E 01 O.lOlE 02 
0.633E 01 O.llOE 02 
0.495E 01 0.128E 02 
0.323E 01 0.163E 02 
0.117E 01 0.250E 02 
0.115E 01 0.260E 02 
0.114E 01 0.269E 02 
0.114E 01 0.278E 02 
0.114E 01 0.285E 02 
0.114E 01 0.293E 02 
0.114E 01 0.300E 02 
0.115E 01 0.307E 02 
TABLE - ' 
.\ P veraua 0 by Segment& 
~trance 
Tubeeheet p~~~Je 0 




; ' !,. 
.· I 
liquid lower l 26.32 200,000 
liquid lower l 27 .14 240,0
00 
11qu1d lower l 28.17 
280,000 
11qu1d upper l 25.77 
200,000 
liquid upper l 26.57 
240,000 
11qu1d upper 1 27.60 
280,000 
gas lo.,,er 1 25.17 
175,000 
gas lower 1 25.99 
180,000 
gas lower 1 29.38 
200,000 
gas upper 1 25.00 
175,000 
gas upper 1 25.81 
180,000 
gas upper 1 29.17 
200,000 
gas lower 2 25.30 
175,000 
gas lower 2 25.85 
180,000 
gas lower 2 29.27 
200,000 
gas upper 2 24.86 
175,000 
gae upper 2 25.67 
180,000 
gas upper 2 29.07 
200,000 
gas lower 3 24.94 
175,000 
gas lower 3 25.77 
180,000 
gas lower 3 29.22 
200,000 
gae upper 3 24.77 
175,000 
gae upper 3 25.59 
180,000 
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TABLE - 4 
TUBESIDE TEMPERATURE - DUTY DATA 
.'. H {Btu' ethr. } 
Temperature (OF} Flov l Flov 2 
52 0 0 
38 79,902 87,821 
25 152,557 167,678 
11 229,394 252,130 
2 299,689 329,392 
16 ,74,461 411,575 
29 443,197 487,123 
- 43 516,655 567,861 
- 57 589,689 648,134 
- 70 657,222 722,361 
- 84 729,767 802,095 
- 97 797,011 876,004 
-111 869,288 955,444 
-125 941,454 1,034,763 
-138 1,008,274 1,108,206 
-152 1,079,950 1,186,986 
-165 1,146,124 1,259,719 
-178 1,211,764 1,331,864 
-192 1,281,636 1,408,661 























TABLE - 5 
SHELLS! DE TEMPDUTURE - OOTY DATA 
(OF) F!ow 
.'\ H ( Btu ' eLhr t l 
Temperature 1 Flow 2 Flow i 
31.034 0 0 
0 
29.59 15,456 17,967 
449,474 
20.90 101,083 117,509 2,939,628 
12.95 181,260 210,715 
5,271,276 
i, I 
4.35 261,551 304,053 7,606,239 
J t 
-
5,90 347,962 404,506 10,119,163 
.. ) 
16.76 432,470 502,746 
12,576,769 
- 27, 14 513,881 597,386 
14,944,289 
(\ (' 




- 46.10 672,826 782,160 
19,566,613 
I 




- 69.11 868, 7o4 1,009,869 
25,263,012 
; ( 1 i 
- 79.36 968,734 1,126,154 
28,172,004 
., . l,· 
' 
- 89.16 1,071,774 1,245,938 
31,168,536 
:') 








-113,80 1,385,542 1,610,692 
40,293,280 
II jl 









-139,83 1,646,387 1,913,924 
47,878,982 
i' / 
., • I 
' ~ i. 
-146.72 1,703,290 1,980,074 
49,533,794 
',ij ', I 
I: t ! 
-155. 69 1,764,866 2,051,656 
51,324,499 
,,\ !)! 
-168.39 1,833,043 2,130,912 
53,307,175 
\ t ! ~ \ 
·r:.1
1 
-183.94 1,903,791 2,213,157 
55,364,621 
· jli:iH1 
-197,26 1,970,693 2,290,930 
57,310,203 
-207,97 2,035,633 2,366,424 
59,198,764 
·qi!.: 
-215.15 2,089,862 2,429,465 
60,775,812 
1((':f I!.'':, 
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